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Abstract: As the rapid growth of computer technology, the spread of cyber-attacks increasing. DGAs are Domain 

Generation Algorithm that uses malware for making command and control connection. DGAS are programs to 

generate different domain names in different ways. Many traditional methods have limitations. In this paper, we 

propose a DNN and Machine learning framework for identifying DGA based malware. Initially we collect the 

dataset from the real traffic. Here the dataset are URLs. For detection of DGA from normal domain the classification 

is done using Deep Neural network. Next step is to identify the DGA domain by using the clustering technique. 

The k-means clustering is used for this. The feature generation is needed for both detection and identification 

processes. Using DNN we can easily classify DGA and normal domain and attain a 90% above accuracy and 

identify the DGA family using k-means clustering with 92% accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Malware are malicious software to damage our software. Malware attacks result in threat in computer network and 

its assets. Many traditional methods to control malware attacks have limitations. Antivirus software are widely used 

to detect but it has some limitations. The anti-malware solution uses static method that is it uses static string matches 

and hashing schemes. The attackers use either static or dynamic method to communicate the command and control. 

In static method attackers use fixed properties like IP address, domain name etc. They can be easily identified and 

can be resolved. The DGAs are used in the dynamic method. DGA produce huge numbers of domain names in 

which very less number get resolved for command-and-control communication. A seeded function is generally used 

by the dynamic nature of DGA.DGAs are used to periodically generate large number of domain names which   are 

seen various families of malware. The law enforcement gets difficult to effectively shut down the botnet because 

of large number of connections. The infected system will contact these domains to receive updates and commands. 

The botnet and malware iterate through these domains to find the registered to establish a channel. The computer 

system query domain names through DNS and security method detect the DNS query to know whether it is 

malicious or not. We need a method to control and maintain the attack while operating in unnoted manner in security 

system. We develop a security approach that reduce the unknown attacks in our network system. A deep neural 

network is an artificial neural network that have multiple layers between input and output layers. It finds 

mathematical calculation to turn the input into output. The networks move through the layers calculating the 

probability of each output. Machine learning algorithm use old data as input to predict the output value. The 

machine learning technique are used for fraud detection, spam filtering, malware threat detection, business process 

automation and predictive maintenance. 
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EXAMPLE OF DOMAIN GENERATED ALGORITHM OF CRYPTOLOCKER 

 

In this study we identify the DGA based malware using the Deep Neural Network and Machine learning technique. 

For understanding the DGA domain the multiple feature extraction classification, clustering and predictions are 

used. Deep neural network can handle large number of dataset and it can classify normal domain from the DGA 

domain. DNN can be trained using different data format. It has multiple layers between input and output layer. It 

can handle unstructured data. The machine learning model is used to cluster or group the DGA domain. the 

clustering algorithm K-Means is used here. The number of clusters need to be specified. Initial step is to collect 

dataset we can collect dataset from Kaggle, UCI repository, UNB etc. the collected dataset is used for creating our 

DNN and machine learning model. Before classification and clustering the feature generation is done. The two 

model needs to be created for detecting and identifying the DGA based domain. the main steps are; 

1. The input which given to our model is domain name. 

2. The next step is the blacklisting, here checking that the input URL is already exist or not. If the URL already 

exist in the blacklist the output is generated otherwise it will go to the next processes. 

3. From the URL the features are extracted (linguistic and DNS features). 

4. The next process is the classification to detect normal domain from the DGA domain. 

5. If it is normal output is generated otherwise it will go to next step clustering. 

6. Clustering identifies the group of malware and prediction is done 

 

The model creating steps are; 

1. The dataset is collected from the traffic. 

2. The next step is the pre-processing stage, here dimensionality reduction is done on these collected datasets. 

The main two process are the feature extraction and the feature selection. 

3. The features are generated for the model creation. 

4. The training and testing of the DNN model and machine learning model are done. 

 

 

 

 

2. Literature survey 
 

The network attacks are increasing day by day. There is different method to handle this but as technology increases 

the methods are insufficient to handle. Therefore, new method being needed. The DGA are algorithm that allow 

malware to communicate with command and control. Yi et al. [1] proposed a machine learning framework for 

identifying the DGA domain.  It is a two-level machine learning model that detect using the classification and 

identify the group by clustering. At beginning several studies focus to a block the DGA domain name [2][3]. 

Barabosch et al.[4] proposed a method to systematically classify DGA domain and extracting domain generation 

algorithm from malware binaries for immediately taking the blocking approach. Botnet is one of the concerns in 

the computer industry that make attacks (DDoS attack, spamming, campaign and breaking down large network). 

Several studies are made to understand and reverse engineering the working of botnets [5]-[10]. To detect the DGA 

domain we can use the features of domain name. The DGAs are randomly generated and they are too long, so length 

of domain name is important feature for detection. But the short domain is difficult to detect. 

Ahluwalia et al.[11] proposed a method to detect DGA dynamically. It uses the information theoretic features on 

domain length threshold. Schiavoni et al.[12] propose Phoenix, they use linguistic and DNS feature to classify and 

clustering. They group DGA generated domain using the combination of string and IP based features. The deep 
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learning can also used to detect the DGA based domain. we can handle large dataset using the deep learning. Yu et 

al. [13] proposed a detection method using deep networks. Live streams of queries in DNS server are detected by 

building a convolutional neural network. Attackers make phishing URLs to theft the sensitive information like 

password, username ad banking details. These phishing URL and DGA domain had different characteristics. Ma et 

al.[14],McGrath and Guptha[15] proposed a method of detection based on the length and character frequency of 

English language alphabets. 

Ma et al [14] proposed a detection model based on the lexical (length, number of dots and special character) and 

host-based feature. To detect the malicious domain name Wang and Shirley [16] proposed a method using word 

segmentation to derive tokens from domain names. Here it detects malicious domain visited on a cellular network 

based on the lexical characteristics of the domain name and using traditional quantitative features of domain name. 

The word segmentation algorithm is used to segment the domain name into individual word to expand the size of 

feature set. The internet has widely distributed so it is more vulnerable to malware attacks [17]. The malware attacks 

may be dynamic or static, the DGA is a dynamic method [18].  

Antonakakis et al. [19] proposed a model called Pleiades which use the statistical features related to the 

NXDOMAIN string, including distribution of n-grams. The randomly generated DGA domain that bot quires result 

in the NXDomain (Non-Existent Domain) response, thus similar NXDomain traffic will generate by other bots in 

same botnet. Here combination of clustering and classification is used. Xu et al [20] proposed a model to predict 

future DGA domain using the DNS similarity and pattern. This approach is effective in some DGAs. Woodbridge 

et al. [21] proposed a model for DGA prediction using DNS queries to find pattern of different families of DGA. 

Instead of feature extraction step it leverages long short- term memory network (LSTM). Using open-source tool, 

we can implement this easily. Yadav et al. [22] proposed a method of detection using patterns of lexical 

characteristics of domain name. To distinguish normal domain from DGA they analyze the distribution of alpha 

numeric character. Here bigrams are taken and statistical measures like KL-divergence, Jaccard index and 

Levenshtein edit distance are used for classification. Sharifnya and Abadi [23] proposed a system to classify 

malicious or non-malicious host. The model analyzes large number of suspicious domain name and failed DNS 

queries produced by host. Villamarin-Salomon and Brustoloni compared two approaches to identify botnet C&Cs. 

In their first approach, they identified domains with high query rates or domains that were temporally correlated. 

They used Chebyshev’s inequality and Mahalanobis distance to identify anomalous domains. In their second 

approach, they analyzed recurring “dynamic” DNS replies with NXDomain responses. Their experiments showed 

that the first approach was ineffective, as several legitimate services use DNS with short time-to-live (TTL) values. 

However, their second approach yielded better detection and identified suspicious C&C domains 

 

Criteria  Existing work Proposed work 

Use of Deep neural 
network  

The existing system use 
machine learning model 
for classification. 

The enhanced system is 
proposed using the Deep 
neural network that can 
handle large dataset for 
classification. 

Use of additional 
linguistic feature and 
using of k-means 
clustering 

The existing system use 
only 6 linguistic features  

In this model we use 9 
linguistic features. K-
means clustering can 
cluster large dataset  

 

 

3. Methodology  
 

In our model we create two model, deep neural network model and machine learning model. The main steps of our 

proposed model are; 

 Dataset collection 

 Feature Generation 

 Creation of DNN model 

 Creation of clustering model 

 Prediction  
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Flow chart of the model 

When the input is given, it moves to the blacklist to check whether it is already present in the blacklist or not. If it 

is not, it will move to the classification model and classify DGA from normal domain. The DGA domain will then 

move to the clustering model and identify the group of DGA. 

  

  3.1 Dataset collection 

The dataset is available from multiple online platforms. The dataset is used for creating the two models. The 

collected dataset divided for testing and training the model. For our model the datasets are collected from the 

GitHub and the structure of the dataset is CSV format. We collected two dataset one is for classification and 

other for clustering. The classification dataset contains the information DGA or normal domain but in clustering 

dataset it contains name of DGA family.  

 

 

 

 

Dataset for Classification     Dataset for Clustering 

3.2 Blacklist 

The blacklist contains the domain names that are coming as input. It is a filtering process like all network traffic 

filtering. Initially the blacklist is empty which is updated dynamically and then sent to the feature extractor in the 

next stage. The main aim is to reduce the unnecessary calculation that if it is already present in the dynamic list, we 

can directly go to the output stage. 
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3.3 Feature Generation 

 

The feature generation is used to extract the features from the domain names. Two types of features are taken here 

linguistic feature and the DNS feature. The linguistic features are Length, Meaningful Words Ratio, Percentage of 

Numerical Characters, Pronounceability Score, percentage of the length of the Longest Meaningful String (LMS), 

Levenshtein Edit Distance, Unique character rate, Vowel count, Entropy. 

 Length: The length of the domain name ∣ d ∣ is an important feature. The most DGA domain have greater 

length than of the normal DGA domain thus it introduced as a feature. As the length increases probability 

of being DGA domain are also increase. 

  Meaningful word ratio: It is the ratio of number of meaningful words in a domain name to the total length 

of the domain name. The words in the domain name are compared to the standard meaningful word list and 

ratio is calculated. DGA domain have less meaningful words than legitimate domain names. 

 

F1=∑
|𝑤𝑖|

|𝑑|
𝑛
𝑖=1                          (1) 

 

 

 Pronounceability score: we can use pronounceability score to identify DGA. It is a combination of 

phonemes. If there is higher pronounceability score the it is pronounceable and it can be a normal domain. 

The DGA domain has less pronounceability  

F2= 
∑ 𝑛−𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚(𝑑)

|𝑑|−𝑛+1
                        (2) 

 

 Percentage of numerical characters: It is the ratio of number of numerical characters in a domain name to 

the length of the domain name. The DGA domain have more numerical characters than the normal domain 

name. 

                       F3=
|𝑛|

|𝑑|
                                (3) 

 Percentage of the length of LMS: It is the measure of length of longest meaningful string in a domain name.  

           F4 = 
|𝑙|

|𝑑|
                            (4) 

 

 Levenshtein Edit Distance: It can be calculated by taking the minimum number of single character edits 

between a current domain and its previous domain. 

 Unique character rate: it is the measure of unique characters and if lower unique character rate implies a 

DGA domain. 

 Vowel count: It is the measure of vowels in the domain name. 

 Entropy: It is the measure of randomness that is DGA domain has higher uncertainty than of normal domain. 

In DGA domain there is no meaningful pattern.   

 

3.4 Classification Model 

 

For classification we use Deep Neural Network model to classify DGA domains and normal domains. The classified 

domain name is sent to the clustering model. The classification model is created using the training and testing of 

dataset collected. For large dataset deep neural network is suitable. Deep neural network has many hidden layers 

and in each hidden layer’s multiple nodes called neurons are present. The input layer accepts the data and no 

computations is performed and in hidden layers all sort of computation are done and pass result to the output layer. 

Here we use a sequential model and each layer is fully connected to the nodes in the next layer. The dataset is 

initially preprocessed and feature generation are done and these features are used to train the model. We get an 

accuracy of more than 90%. The ReLu activation function is used in the model so there is complex non-linear 

relationship. To reduce loss optimization algorithm is used, here we use Adam optimizer.  We tried classification 

using several algorithms in the machine learning. After the creation of model, the prediction is done. When the 

input is given to the model it will classify it into normal or DGA domain. 
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DNN Model 

 

3.4.1 Activation Function 

It is the important factor in DNN which decides neuron should be activated or not. The non-linear activation 

functions are used model to learn complex dataset, compute and learn any function and provide accurate prediction. 

The activation function for all hidden layers is same and the output layer use different activation function from 

hidden layers. In our model we use RELU activation function for the hidden layers and SoftMax used in the output 

layer. 

RELU (Rectified Linear Activation function) are widely used in the hidden layers because it is simple to implement 

and is less susceptible to vanishing gradient. The ReLU function is calculated as max (0.0, x). if the input value (x) 

is negative the value will be 0.0otherwise the value will return. 

The SoftMax is used in the output layer that convert vector of numbers into vector of probabilities. It predicts a 

multinomial probability distribution. The SoftMax is calculated as   

F(Zi)=
𝑒𝑍𝑖

∑ 𝑒𝑍𝑗
𝑗

                                    (5) 

3.4.2 Optimization Algorithms 

 

Optimizers are algorithm used to change the weight and learning rate to reduce loss. In our model we use Adam 

(Adaptive moments Estimation) optimizer. It is the combination of AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms. It can 

handle sparse gradients on noisy problems. 

 

3.5 Clustering Model 

 

After the classification, if it is a DGA it will move to next level clustering model. Clustering is the process of 

dividing the dataset and group the similar datapoints. In the clustering it will cluster DGA domain names into 

different groups using the unsupervised learning technique k-means clustering. Initially we create the model by 

training and testing with the use of dataset. Here we use different dataset from the classification and additional 

feature generation are done. DBScan is not efficiently handle the high dimensional dataset but the kmeans can work 

with large dataset. Kmeans clustering is centroid -based clustering and it usually measured using Euclidian distance. 

Kmeans clustering will easily adapt to new example. 

 

The various step of means clustering are; 

1. Initially the number of clusters are identified(k). 

2. selecting the random points or centroid from the dataset. 

3. By using the Euclidian Distance, we can assign the object to their closest center.  

4. Calculate the centroid in each cluster. 

5. Repeat the steps 2,3 and 4 until we got the same points for each cluster.  

The DGA domain will be clustered into different DGA family such as gameover, locky, emotet, ranbyus etc… 
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                           Example of clustering 

 

 

4. Conclusion  
 

DGA are used by the attackers to communicate with servers and these DGA are dynamic in nature so detecting 

DGA is a challenging in the security area. Our research problem is to accurately identify and cluster domains that 

originate from known DGA-based techniques. we target to develop a security approach that autonomously mitigates 

network communications to unknown threats in a sequence. The proposed framework consists of a feature 

Generation, a deep neural network model for classification and clustering model. For the model creation we have 

collected two datasets. The DNN and K-means are used to create our model thus we can use large dataset. DNN 

has better performance than the machine learning model for the classification.  
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